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LHCb Community
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• 1500 members
• 1000 authors
• 90 Institutes
• 20 Countries
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LHCb ATLAS ALICE
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THE LARGE HADRON 
COLLIDER

 

 The Large Hadron Collider (LHC), at CERN, Geneva, is the World‘s largest  

and most powerful particle accelerator

Number of 
authors doubled 
over past decade

• Europe, Asia, N. America, S. America, Australasia
• Currently no group in Africa



Scientific Mission
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• Understanding fundamental scientific questions, such as
the behaviour of antimatter  (CP Violation)

UNIVERSE AT CREATION

matter antimatter

UNIVERSE TODAY

matter
antimatter



Scientific Publications
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• > 550 publications to date
• ~50 / year in prestigious journals in the field
• Authors of the collaboration are authors on all publications

Tcc
+ Tetraquark Discovery

July 2021 

Hints of new fundamental physics phenomena
March 2021 



New in 2021: Tcc
+
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• Doubly charmed: ccud
• Just below D*+D0 threshold

– bbud expected to decay weakly ! 

LHCb-PAPER-2021-031/032
LHCb-FIGURE-2021-001, with updates P. Koppenburg

55 at LHCb

• > 50 hadrons discovered at LHC for 
50th anniversary of hadron colliders

• 17 Exotic states (16 LHCb) 
– A new era – clarity starting to 

emerge, formation of multiplets
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b→sl+l- : an extensive programme

• A notable part of our programme over the last decade 
– first two papers in 2011, eight FCNC  this year
– Ratios (RK, RK*,RPK), Angular asymmetries, Branching Fractions, LFV Searches

FCNC decay powerful 
probe for New Physics

Fig. 2. The fit is of good quality and the value of RK is measured to be

RK(1.1 < q2 < 6.0GeV2/c4) = 0.846 +0.042
� 0.039

+0.013
� 0.012 ,

where the first uncertainty is statistical and the second systematic. Combining the
uncertainties gives RK = 0.846 +0.044

� 0.041. This is the most precise measurement to date and is
consistent with the SM expectation, 1.00± 0.01 [3–7], at the level of 0.10% (3.1 standard
deviations), giving evidence for the violation of lepton universality in these decays. The
value of RK is found to be consistent in subsets of the data divided on the basis of
data-taking period, selection category and magnet polarity (see Methods). The profile-
likelihood is given in Methods. A comparison with previous measurements is shown in
Fig. 4.

The 3850±70 B+! K+µ+µ� decay candidates that are observed are used to compute
the B+! K+µ+µ� branching fraction as a function of q2. The results are consistent
between the di↵erent data-taking periods and with previous LHCb measurements [33].
The B+! K+e+e� branching fraction is determined by combining the value of RK with
the value of dB(B+! K+µ+µ�)/dq2 in the region (1.1 < q2 < 6.0GeV2/c4) [33], taking
into account correlated systematic uncertainties. This gives

dB(B+! K+e+e�)

dq2
(1.1 < q2 < 6.0GeV2/c4) = (28.6 +1.5

� 1.4 ± 1.3)⇥ 10�9 c4/GeV2 .

The limited knowledge of the B+! J/ K+ branching fraction [2] gives rise to the dominant
systematic uncertainty. This is the most precise measurement of this quantity to date
and, given the large theoretical uncertainty on the predictions [7, 112], is consistent with
the SM.

A breaking of lepton universality would require an extension of the gauge structure of
the SM that gives rise to the known fundamental forces. It would therefore constitute a
significant evolution in our understanding and would challenge an inference based on a
wealth of experimental data in other processes. Confirmation of any beyond the SM e↵ect
will clearly require independent evidence from a wide range of sources.

Measurements of other RH observables with the full LHCb data set will provide further
information on the quark-level processes measured. In addition to a↵ecting the decay rates,
new physics can also alter how the decay products are distributed in phase space. An
angular analysis of the electron mode, where SM-like behaviour might be expected in the
light of the present results and those from b! sµ+µ� decays, would allow the formation
of ratios between observable quantities other than branching fractions, enabling further
precise tests of lepton universality [13, 15, 27,115,116]. The hierarchical e↵ect needed to
explain the existing b! s`+`� and b! c`+⌫` data, with the largest e↵ects observed in tau
modes, then muon modes, and little or no e↵ects in electron modes, suggests that studies
of b! s⌧+⌧� transitions are also of great interest [117,118]. There are excellent prospects
for all of the above and further measurements with the much larger samples that will be
collected with the upgraded LHCb detector from 2022 and, in the longer term, with the
LHCb Upgrade II [119]. Other experiments should also be able to determine RH ratios,
with the Belle II experiment in particular expected to have competitive sensitivity [120].

In summary, in the dilepton mass-squared region 1.1 < q2 < 6.0GeV2/c4, the ratio
of branching fractions for B+! K+µ+µ� and B+! K+e+e� decays is measured to be
RK = 0.846 +0.044

� 0.041. This is the most precise measurement of this ratio to date and
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EUROPEAN ORGANIZATION FOR NUCLEAR RESEARCH (CERN)

CERN-EP-2021-xxx
LHCb-PAPER-2021-007

March 3, 2021

Improved measurement of
B0

(s)! µ+µ� decays

The LHCb collaboration†

Abstract

An improved measurement of the rare decay B

0

s

! µ

+

µ

� and searches for the
decays B0! µ

+

µ

� and B

0

s

! µ

+

µ

�
� are performed at the LHCb experiment using

data collected in pp collisions at
p
s = 7TeV, 8TeV and 13TeV, corresponding

to integrated luminosities of 1.0 fb�1, 2.0 fb�1 and 5.7 fb�1, respectively. The
branching fraction B(B0

s

! µ

+

µ

�) =
�
3.09+0.46+0.15

� 0.43� 0.11

�
⇥ 10�9 and the e↵ective

lifetime ⌧(B0

s

! µ

+

µ

�) = 2.07 ± 0.29 ± 0.03 ps are measured, where the first
uncertainty is statistical and the second one systematic. No significant signal
for B

0 ! µ

+

µ

� and B

0

s

! µ

+

µ

�
� events is found and the upper limits B(B0 !

µ

+

µ

�) < 2.6⇥10�10 and B(B0

s

! µ

+

µ

�
�)

mµµ>4.9GeV/c

2 < 2.0⇥10�9 at the 95% CL
are determined. All results are in agreement with the Standard Model expectations.

To be submitted to Phys. Rev. Lett.

© CERN on behalf of the LHCb collaboration, licence CC-BY-4.0.

†Authors are listed at the end of this paper.

3.1 σ

Also fs/fdLHCb-PAPER-2021-004 LHCb-PAPER-2021-007/008 LHCb-PAPER-2020-046

+ NEW! RKs /RK*+



LHCb Detector
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• Exploiting LHCb data
• Commissioning/Operating 

LHCb Upgrade I
• Planning Upgrade II

Upgrade IOriginal Upgrade II
2009-2018 2021-2029 2031-

By combining information from sets 

of detected particles, it is possible to 

calculate the mass that would have been 

possessed by the parent particle that 

decayed to produced them. The so-called 

reconstructed mass has a well-defined 

value if the sets of detected particles 

really come from a particle decay, or has 

a random value otherwise. Repeating this 

process for many different combinations 

and adding the numbers to a graph will 

give rise to a peak indicating the number 

of times that the decay actually occurs. 

In the LHCb experiment, for example, 

peaks have been obtained for B
_

0 and B0 

mesons decaying to a kaon and a pion. 

Differences in the peak heights signal a 

difference between matter and antimatter.

MATTER-ANTIMATTER 
OSCILLATIONS

The phenomenon of matter-antimatter 

oscillation is an intriguing quantum 

mechanical effect where a neutral 

matter particle and neutral antimatter 

particle change back and forth between 

each other. The LHCb experiment 

has measured the frequency of these 

oscillations between B
s
0 and B

_

s
0 mesons 

very precisely and uses them as a tool 

to study CP violation. LHCb counts 

the number of B
s
0 and B

_

s
0 mesons as 

a function of the time between their 

production and decay. This number 

decreases as the time increases, 

modulated by a clearly visible oscillation.

ring-imaging 
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speed)
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muon detector  
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and antimuons)

5 metres
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(for locating 

particle decays)
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photon
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pipe for 
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Large Hadron 

Collider

DECAY OF B
_

0 TO K- π+

A next generation upgrade to the experiment has recently been approved to start in 

2021 and will give another leap in the precision at which CP violation can be measured. 

Many parts of the experiment are being designed and constructed at ten universities 

across the UK, working closely with industry.

THE LHCb DETECTOR FROM ABOVE

Mesons and baryons containing beauty and charm 

quarks will decay after a short time (roughly  

1 picosecond or 0.000000000001 seconds) into 

other mesons and baryons that are more long-

lived and can be detected as they pass through 

a particle detector. In the decay of a B
_

0 meson 

to a kaon and a pion, the beauty quark changes 

into an up quark via the emission of a W boson. 

The up quark and remaining down antiquark 

combine to form a negatively charged pion while 

the W boson decays into a strange quark and up 

antiquark, which combine to form a positively 

charged kaon. The antiparticle of a B
_

0 meson is 

the B0 meson, which can decay into a positively 

charged pion and negatively charged kaon.

CP VIOLATION
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Upgrade II Framework TDR
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• Ambitious project for LS4
• Draft presented to LHCC 31st August

– Following from Expression of Interest 2017, 
Physics Case 2018, European Strategy 2020

– LHCC Review currently ongoing

New Vector Coupling
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Selected key technologies for the future
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• 10-50 Picosecond (trillionth of second) timing

– “camera” with an extra dimension, time of particle

– Scientific and medical applications

• DMAPS (CMOS) sensors

– Sensor and electronics in single piece of silicon

– Photon, X-ray and gamma ray applications

• New computing/software paradigms

– Heterogeneous Computing

• Graphical Processing Units (GPGPUs), FPGA….

– Real-time Analysis

– Data mining / analysis applications



Membership Types
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• Full Member Groups
– Sizeable member groups, sit on Collaboration Board

• Associate Member Groups
– Smaller member groups 

• Technical & Software Associate Groups 
– Groups not producing particle physics results
– Developing new technologies (hardware & software)
– Can be members of other competing projects
– no/limited financial obligations

Chris Parkes,  URB, April 2020



Summary
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• Scientific Mission
– Fundamental science objectives
– ~ 50 publications/year

• Technological Opportunities
– Upgrade for 2030s
– Developing new detector and computing 

solutions with universities and industry
• Keen to attract groups from Africa

– Friendly, open spirit of collaboration
– Rapidly growing collaboration


